
 

 

Appendix 1 

Police and Crime Committee – 6 December 2012 

 

Transcript of Item 4: The Future of Community Safety Funding 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  We now move to our main item today; the future of 

community safety funding. I am delighted we have a wide range of guests with 

expertise that can help us in our deliberations today.  Perhaps I can quickly introduce 

them.  If I go from my left we have Robert Greaves, who is the Vice Chair of the 

National Community Safety Network; Alison Blackwood, the Network Lead for the Safer 

Future Communities London; Marcus Roberts, Director of Policy, DrugScope; and from 

London Councils we have Councillor Prince who is aided today by Doug Flight.  Can I 

thank you all for attending this morning. 

 

The aim of the meeting today is really to understand community safety funding a little 

better looking at what it currently provides and what effect the changes, that we know 

are coming very soon, will have. 

 

Perhaps I could start with a general question.  If any of you want to come in on a 

question could you indicate and I will call you in as well.  What evidence is there that 

community safety funding has had a positive impact in crime prevention in London to 

date and in reducing the fear of crime as well?  Who wants to start with that?  

Councillor Prince? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I can only really speak from a 

Redbridge perspective on this one but it has enabled us to set up a number of 

partnerships and also employ a number of people.  If you link it also with Drug 

Interventions Programme (DIP) funding as well we find that by having interventions 

that reduces repeat offending.  We have shown something like a 17% reduction in 

acquisitive crime over the last year or so.  There is definitely evidence that shows that 

by allowing boroughs to determine their own priorities -- and that goes across all the 

London boroughs.  At the moment it is around boroughs themselves assessing what 

their priorities are, they make the case to the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime 

(MOPAC) and, once that case is made, they get the funding.  Then that money is used 

on those priorities.  If, as in Redbridge, we have got a high incidence of inquisitive 

crime, that is the area that we need to concentrate on and that helps us bring down 

those levels of crime.  If you are in another borough where perhaps gangs are the issue 

then they can do initiatives around gangs and bring down the crime in those areas. 

 

The uniqueness and the effectiveness of it as it is currently, is the fact that it is based 

on boroughs’ priorities.  If you have a one size fits all process -- say, for instance, we 

decide that crime against the person is the priority in some boroughs that will work 

very, very well but in Redbridge it would not have a very big effect, necessarily. 

 



 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  So what we like about it is the ability to set up 

partnerships and the local priorities. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Yes. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  What sort of partnerships have you been able to set up 

with the community safety funding that perhaps you otherwise would not have? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  We work with community groups.  We 

work with the National Health Service (NHS) around drugs.  We actually work with the 

police as well.  Of course it also enables us to employ staff to go and engage in the 

communities.  The thing is there is no restriction on who we decide to partner with, it is 

what the relevant partnerships would be to enable us to tackle that particular problem. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  I have everyone wanting to come in so perhaps I can go 

from the left round.  Mr Greaves? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  I was going 

to echo that in terms of borough priorities.  The Wandsworth example is that funding 

currently is largely supporting the family recovery project which is really the troubled 

families initiative.  If the funding dries up then that is probably going to have to be 

wound down significantly. 

 

The other thing to be said - and I will probably come back to this again - is the fact that 

if there is community safety funding apart from the police and other agencies have a 

strong sway on that funding, then the police are attracted in.  If there is not other 

funding they will tend to pursue their own priorities.  That channelling of funding and 

the existence of the funding does promote partnership working which is beneficial to 

all. 

 

Tony Arbour (AM):  Before that, you said something very interesting.  Are you saying 

that the police in Wandsworth have different crime priorities than you do?  I thought 

that they worked together, the police and you, on deciding what should be the 

priorities.  Does that not happen in Wandsworth? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  Generally it 

does but when you are in a situation where people are retrenching then people will draw 

in the horns.  They will cooperate but they will cooperate less actively, so it is a question 

of degree really rather than getting full partnership. 

 

Tony Arbour (AM):  So it does not actually happen, you just fear that it may happen? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  There is 

evidence that it has been happening in the sense that there has been a drawing back to 

some extent.  I am not saying that they are not working in the same general direction 



 

but if there is funding available that would act as a focus and a catalyst for joint work.  

That is what I am trying to say. 

 

Tony Arbour (AM):  Thank you, Chair. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Can I give some help to that question?  

What happens in the boroughs is that there is an annual strategic assessment which is 

done using the police, the health service, the fire service and the Authority. They 

actually agree what the local priorities are in relation to crime and what the community 

safety fund should be used for.  That is all jointly agreed, so you are quite right and that 

does happen in Wandsworth as well. 

 

From time to time the police have their own initiatives and their own funding for 

initiatives and that money goes directly to the police. I suspect that is where we are 

talking about them doing something that is different to what we do based around the 

Metropolitan Police Service’s priorities. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  What I 

was going to say was from our research there is a real variation between all the 

boroughs in how much the community safety partnerships have engaged their local 

community in developing priorities, particularly around crime and prevention.  In some 

areas it has been really good. Merton is our borough that we use as an example of good 

practice where the community is very much engaged in the whole community safety 

partnership including the wider voluntary and community sector.  In other boroughs it is 

very specific to victim support and the police community consultative groups. 

 

Also, I have got figures here for funding from community safety partnerships around 

crime prevention and it has already halved from 2010/11 to 2011/12.  Obviously that 

part of community safety funding is being reduced already. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  We have that in Appendix 1, Members, as well.  What 

effect has that reduction in funding had? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  It has 

been around community engagement in setting priorities for the partnership, involving 

the wider community in setting those priorities and feeling engaged in the work that 

the partnerships are doing . 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Sorry, before we move on, can we have access to that research 

about the community engagement that you have in terms of cross London?  That would 

be very useful. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  I am going to make some quick 

specific points about the drug and prevention programme because you, Chair, asked 

about the evidence for impact on crime.  From next year about £13.5 million of drug 

intervention programme money will be going into the MOPAC community safety pot 



 

and it will no longer have a specific ring-fence or exist as a centrally managed 

programme.  The DIP programme has been extremely effective.  It has been about 

identifying particularly people with heroin and crack cocaine problems in police stations 

where that is linked to offending, assessing them and referring them into treatment, 

and also working with people, through the criminal justice system, coming out of prison, 

for example. 

 

I looked before I came, one thing that is noticeable is there is a shortage of London 

specific evidence on this.  There is at borough level but pan-London less so.  The 

national evidence base is really, really compelling in terms of crime reduction.  It is 

estimated that the annual cost of drug-related crime in England is about £14 billion.  It 

is estimated that evidence-based drug treatment prevents about five million crimes a 

year and the Home Office has suggested that the drug intervention programme itself 

nationally will help prevent around 680,000 crimes.  It would be fair to say there is a 

really compelling evidence base both for the effectiveness of drug treatment in 

preventing crime, particularly inquisitive crime when you are working with people with 

heroin and crack cocaine problems, and the importance of the drug intervention 

programme often identifying prolific offenders whose offending is related to their drug 

use and helping to get them into treatment services. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.  That is useful and quite a general overview.  

We have a great deal of questions on drug intervention later on but, Len, do you want 

to come in at this point? 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  I want to understand why London has not got that evidence base 

whereas there is nationally.  Maybe later on we can pick up what would we need to do 

to put some evaluation in and establish that.  Maybe you could pick that up later on. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  OK.  Jenny? 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  I have always thought of community safety money as 

being primarily on crime reduction and this being the most cost effective way of 

policing anywhere.  Ms Blackwood, would you agree with that?  Is that how you see 

community safety money? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  Yes, 

definitely.  One of the concerns at the moment is that that crime prevention money is 

being reduced and there is big pressure, when the money is not ring-fenced, to spend it 

all on increasing policing numbers. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Thank you.  Do you have any other comments about 

the crime prevention aspect?  It is so cost effective, isn’t it, to not let crimes happen in 

the first place.  It seems obvious. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  I have 

some statistics here, for example, in Lambeth where they have volunteer police cadets 



 

and a whole load of work on intelligence to prevent crime.  In 2010/11 there was 

£96,324 spent on that which was reduced in 2011/12 to £1,500 purely on the smart 

water scheme which really is not what I would call true community engagement. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Thank you. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Smart water is the …? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  It is 

where you mark and you hold it under an ultraviolet light to identify property. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  Following on from Jenny’s point about crime prevention I would 

like to ask Councillor Prince (London Councils) obviously we are looking across a lot of 

our organisations now at sharing services between the bodies we are responsible for.  

Do you think there is some scope for sharing the crime reduction responsibility between 

the police and local authorities more? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  With your permission, Chair, yes, that is 

probably a very good point.  More importantly actually I would like to see - and I know 

other boroughs would as well - in certain areas more of a pan- or sub-regional 

approach, so sharing across boroughs.  In Redbridge, for instance, 50% of our crime is 

committed by people not living in the borough and 50% of acquisitive crime is 

committed by drug users.  We can pick up something like 25% of the drug users and 

put them on DIP programmes but if they do not live in the borough we cannot.  If we 

had a sub-regional approach then, working with our neighbouring boroughs, we could 

pick all these drug users up, put them on to programmes and have a more effective 

intervention. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  Just to come back on the crime prevention element of this, at the 

moment we have crime prevention officers who go out and do exercises with the 

community to reduce crime yet, of course, the local authority have many people who 

are going out doing outreach work in the community for various reasons as well.  The 

point I am trying to make is perhaps there is an opportunity to combine some of the 

roles so that people are not getting different visits from different people also telling 

them maybe to do the opposite thing or giving them conflicting advice as well. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  It is the same thing with the troubled 

families; trying to get one point of contact and it makes it more effective.  Yes, I would 

agree with that. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Councillor Prince raised the point that I was going to 

raise.  It seems to me, having sat for now 12 years on 3 partnerships, one of the 

problems that is reoccurring all the time is the boundaries. The fact that criminals, even 

young apprentice criminals or whoever you want to talk about, do not respect 

boundaries. What happens is, whether it is crime reduction or prevention, an initiative 

can get so insular. So that, quite rightly as a councillor leading on an issue, you can tick 



 

your box and you have looked after your estate.  Then that problem is moved across the 

road.  Can you confirm whether you are saying that you think there is a need for a sub-

regional approach for some of these crime types and prevention programmes?  I am 

thinking about drug addiction. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  To give another example in Redbridge 

we have an issue at the moment around prostitution.  To be fair we are speaking with 

the Deputy Mayor, Stephen [Greenhalgh] [Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime], and 

he is being very helpful.  The reason we got that prostitution problem was because it 

was turfed out of Newham when the Olympics were coming.  Clearly they had a big 

operation to get rid of the prostitutes.  I do not know how effective it was but they 

certainly landed us with a few.  Now we are trying to displace them from Redbridge but 

of course unless there is a sub-regional approach it will be a case of just displacing 

them, rather than actually tackling the real problems.  I have been talking to Stephen 

about trying to find exit routes for the women because clearly if we can get the women 

out of prostitution that is a good thing.  We also then need to deal with the Mr Bigs 

who are the guys who are actually running the rackets.  That just cannot be done at a 

borough level so there has to be a case for some kind of either a pan-London and/or 

sub-regional approach to certain areas of crime. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Thank you. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Mr Greaves, you were nodding your head. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  I am not sure 

whether it is a thematic thing but it certainly does go cross boundary.  I pick up on the 

prostitution issue because Wandsworth has had a longstanding issue with Bedford Hill 

which is on the border with Lambeth. Of course Lambeth has problems in Streatham 

and every time there is an enforcement action on one side they move across and it just 

goes backwards and forwards.  The other example is the gang issue which, in 

Wandsworth certainly, comes across borders and works both ways with Lambeth and 

Merton.  I would echo your comments on that. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Going back to Councillor Prince, would you argue then 

that the funding should come to boroughs and then it is at that borough level you form 

the partnership?  Is that a model that you would advocate?  Clearly one of the issues is 

where the pot should lie and it will be a brave borough Leader that says, “I don’t want it 

all”. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  There is brave and stupid, but there is a 

closeness between those two anyway isn’t there!  Yes and no is the answer to your 

question.  Yes, clearly, I am a big fan of letting boroughs decide what they want to do.  

I cannot imagine why!  Equally there has to be direction.  To give you an example, 

again, we bravely took on the rape crisis centre which is a sub-regional centre for East 

London.  However, now that Stephen [Greenhalgh] is asking other boroughs to chip 

into the pot they are not so keen so we could end up with a rather large bill.  I guess it 



 

is on the record now.  I will live with it because it is actually something that I morally 

believe has to be done and should be done. 

 

There would have to be direction from the Deputy Mayor [for Policing and Crime] 

saying, “Yes, here’s a pot, guys, of £100,000 to deal with this sub-regional problem but 

you’ve all got to play together and you’ve all got to play the game”.  Whilst I am not a 

big fan of ring–fencing, it would have to be that you have to work together and one 

borough has to be given the lead to lead the charge, but it is conditional on all 

boroughs being involved and all boroughs getting a slice of the cake.  I would not want 

another Olympic Games where Newham gets all the money and we do not even get a 

sniff. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Thank you. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.  We have heard from Ms Blackwood but 

could I ask Mr Greaves and Councillor Prince with regard to the recent cuts in the 

community safety funding of 50%, what impact has that had on the community safety 

partnerships and the work they are able to do? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  There has 

been a downsizing effect because a number of posts were funded through external 

funding and not council only money.  The Wandsworth example is that they are 

shedding four posts at the moment, a number of functions are being lumped together, 

people are taking on multi-responsibilities rather than being dedicated to one or two 

specific areas and, inevitably, that is going to dilute the effort to some extent.  There is 

a dilution.  I mentioned the family recovery project.  That is still being funded.  It has 

been on a reduced basis but it is likely to wind down further.  Wandsworth, for example, 

is by no means unique and certainly up and down the country there have been examples 

of quite draconian downsizing and some community safety teams actually winding up 

altogether.  The impact is quite severe. 

 

It is being masked at the moment because community safety functions in some areas 

are being merged into other teams.  In some cases community safety managers are 

having to take on additional responsibilities with emergency planning and all sorts of 

other functions being lumped in as well. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  With the troubled families programme, was that actually 

funded by community safety partnerships or was that a separate Government pot of 

money? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  No, that is 

the community safety funding. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  It was.  Thank you.  Councillor Prince? 

 



 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Pretty much agree with that really.  I 

think the figure is nearer 60%; the cut.  Clearly if you reduce the budget by that 

amount you have to stop doing things so it makes the service more reactionary rather 

than proactive.  That is the problem.  The intervention work is after the event, rather 

than trying to have diversionary tactics and diversionary events for people to keep them 

out.  Around gangs, for instance - not that we have a problem officially with gangs in 

Redbridge - what we try to do is identify children of a certain age with older siblings 

who are already gang-related and divert them away, get them engaged in projects, and 

that way make sure they do not fall into that area.  Clearly if you have got limited 

funding all you can actually do is what we do with DIP; pick up the people who have 

already committed a crime and try to get them into a drugs programme because you do 

not have the money to do the diversionary stuff. 

 

The other thing I would say is it is not just about the reduction in funding.  What we 

would press for as London Councils is some kind of surety of funding.  Most of the 

money is awarded on an annual basis and very late in the day, for whatever reason.  

What we would prefer is a surety of a three or four year commitment on funding.  

Clearly there would be a need to retain some money to either do the pan- or sub- 

regional work but also you would want to retain some money to do emerging priorities.  

You would not want to commit all your money at the beginning of four years and then 

find at year three there is some other emerging problem so you would have to hold 

some money back for that.  We would like a base or a core budget across the whole of 

London that gave us a three or four year commitment so we could actually put things in 

place.  With a lot of projects one of the bigger costs is the set up costs; if every year 

you are having to set up a new project it makes life difficult. Whereas if you knew you 

had that surety of funding for three to four years you could set the project up and years 

two, three and four would be more effective because you are not wasting money on set 

up costs. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  Could I 

echo that?  The main thing that the groups I work with wanted me to emphasise when I 

came here is at the moment lots of them are just about to issue redundancy notices to 

groups that are funded through community safety partnerships because of that 

uncertainty around funding.  We could lose those organisations completely at the 

moment.  That is a real big issue; all this uncertainty over keeping this work going. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Thank you.  That is quite a good recommendation for 

our report and it is obvious when you say it that continuity is really valuable.  I wanted 

to ask some practical questions about how you are going to adapt to a new scenario 

which is reduced funding and a very different allocation.  What sort of planning have 

you done, Mr Greaves, you could tell us a bit about?  This could be the end of 

community safety partnerships if they do not adapt. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  That is an 

interesting question.  Community safety partnerships have gone from a situation where 

funding was channelled through them, then it went to local area agreements and then it 



 

moved on.  I know I am going over history.  We are all aware that where funding is a 

catalyst it is also a magnet and if funding is channelled through a particular body that 

body becomes interesting to others.  If the funding is dropped in centrally and there is 

no ring-fencing then there is no incentive to engage with community safety 

partnerships.  We have heard that up in the North East of England there are a couple of 

local authorities that are actually saying, “We won’t do community safety anymore.  

We’ll just leave that to the Police and Crime Commissioner.”  Certainly around the 

country there have been almost wholesale reductions in staffing. However, as I outlined, 

in places like Wandsworth where there is still a very strong commitment to providing 

some mainstream funding for community safety, it does mean fewer officers and the 

officers are combining functions. I echo that entirely. It becomes reactive, it becomes 

strategic, there is less intervention work and it takes the edge off the prevention work 

which is what you are actually focusing on and we know is really good value for money. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Good value for money of course it is, yes.  I just find it 

astonishing that that is not seen clearly by the Government however.  What about 

practical moves to develop skills that might be needed like drawing up bids, for 

example? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  That is the 

point I wanted to make because it is something that has been made to me and, in fact, 

the experience of the network in trying to arrange training events.  We have succeeded 

in getting some funding for training events this year which means we can offer them 

free to members and we are still encountering difficulty in getting people along because 

their employing authorities are saying, “We are not paying for external training events”.  

People can get travelling expenses but they are not allowed to pay £50 a day or 

something for a training course.  There are very severe implications. 

 

Just to build on that, with the changes you are getting experienced people leaving 

community safety to achieve the savings because they are of a certain age, like myself, 

and then you get people coming in from completely new disciplines.  An example in 

East Anglia is that a colleague, an experienced community safety manager, has just 

been made redundant and he is being replaced by a generic post which is being filled by 

a librarian.  You have people coming into the field who have not got previous 

experience and are going to need to be got up to speed.  There is a real issue around 

training here and upskilling and that is a concern. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Thank you.  Councillor Prince? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I agree totally with what has been said 

really.  Without the surety of funding and with reduced funding we will probably have 

to make people redundant.  Without knowing how much the budget is going to be it is 

very difficult for us to predict what we are going to be doing.  Clearly we will have, as 

we do our annual assessment with our partners, we will decide what our priorities are 

and you just go down the list as far as the money goes and then you stop.  As I said 



 

earlier, it means we will be able to do less proactive intervention stuff and we will just 

be reacting instead. 

 

That is the challenge really, isn’t it, for Stephen [Greenhalgh], the Deputy Mayor for 

Policing and Crime.  The interesting thing is when all the money goes into the one big 

pot of course he may - if we keep all our fingers and toes crossed - elect to take some 

of the other monies -- 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  We will move on to that in a minute; the future.  I am 

really interested in what is happening now.  For example, is the Deputy Mayor for 

Policing and Crime keeping you well informed?  Is there a good information flow about 

what is happening?  I realise it is difficult to know what is happening but -- 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  As far as London Councils is concerned 

the answer is yes.  Last month he had a meeting with all the senior officers of 

community safety at London Councils, so our Head of Community Safety went along to 

that. He briefed the Executive as well and has also attended meetings with London 

Leaders.  I would say, yes, he is keeping us informed.  To be fair I have had a couple of 

meetings with him in my role as Leader so he is very accessible.  I must say he is doing a 

good job in that respect. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Did he actually tell you the timescales on all this when 

he met with you? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Yes.  He did actually. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Do you want to share them with us? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Yes, certainly.  As I understand it, the 

criteria for bids will be issued in December 2012 so in December we will know what we 

can bid for.  The bids are going to be assessed in February 2013 and the decisions to be 

made in March 2013. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  That is quite late isn’t it? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  It is late but, historically, under the 

Government Office for London (GOL), it used to be even later than that.  Often we did 

not get to know until about June so in that respect it is late I agree.  We would ask a 

recommendation you make is that the decision-making process is brought forward by a 

couple of months to help everybody but, when you take it in context, it is better than it 

has been historically. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Has there been any indication that some boroughs may 

not get any money if it is all a purely bidding process?  Have you been given an 

indication that you are expected to match fund any bids? 

 



 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  There are a number of criteria that are 

laid down really around that.  I have not got that to hand.  Maybe I have.  It is going to 

be around potential impact first of all.  He is making that one of his criteria. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  What do you mean?  Impact? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Potential impact, so the likelihood of 

making a difference on the ground is what he is saying. Bids that have a likelihood to 

make a difference on the ground, those are the ones that he is going to be looking at.  

Clearly he is going to favour, I would imagine, those bids which match in with the 

Mayor’s priorities.  He has got his four priorities around substance misuse, gangs, 

violence against women and integrated offender management.  A borough like 

Redbridge might be a little bit worried about that because they are not big issues in our 

borough necessarily but we could certainly find things that lead to that. 

 

I cannot say that he has indicated at the moment that there are any boroughs who will 

receive no money but clearly there is no indication there is going to be a base funding 

for boroughs either. Whereas at the moment there pretty much is a base funding and 

then we decide what the priorities are blah blah blah.  Value for money is another 

aspect that he is putting forward.  Also he will look for some kind of incentive as well.  

What I mean by that is payment by results perhaps, the better the results the more 

money you get. 

 

I do know, personally, that Stephen Greenhalgh is very keen on match funding as well 

because he believes that gives you a bigger bang for your buck, and I buy that too.  I 

suspect there is going to be all those different elements involved in the criteria. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  That is what your bid is.  It would be helpful if we could 

have a copy of that as well.  That would be very useful.   

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  Can I ask Mr Greaves and Ms Blackwood do you feel 

that you are having a good communication with the Mayor’s office on how things are 

going? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  My feedback 

is - again reverting to the Wandsworth example - the contact has been with the Chief 

Executive and police direct and has not been channelled through the community safety 

partnership per se.  Yes, we know the Chief Executive tends to chair that or alternate 

the chair but, somehow or other, it bypasses the community safety partnership. 

 

In terms of late funding that is an issue.  Obviously any funding is gratefully received at 

any time but it does get very difficult when money crops up right at the end of the year 

and it has got to be spent by March.  As a one off that is all right but when it comes 

from different sources it becomes endemic in the system and that is very difficult. 

 



 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  If there is one thing that the Mayor’s office could do 

better next time it is bring the schedule forwards - or backwards! - so that it is earlier? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  That would 

be very useful.  Coming back to that theme -- 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Very helpful. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  -- which has 

already been hammered but I would hammer it again because what comes from 

community safety network members is the whole issue around ongoing funding or 

continuity of funding programmes. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  We have 

had contact with an officer in the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime but the main 

communication we have had from that is that there is nothing they can communicate to 

us because they are restructuring and moving office.  We feel, as the voluntary and 

community sector in London, that we have been left a little unclear as to what is 

happening with the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime and those priorities. 

 

Jenny Jones (Deputy Chair):  We will have a word with Mr Greenhalgh on that.  

Thank you. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  This is only part of the funding that is received.  Of course London 

boroughs contribute a lot more to this money.  For instance, some boroughs buy in 

police services into their borough, some boroughs supplement their community safety 

issues, and some boroughs fund some of the voluntary sector and still to do some of 

this work.  Is there a list at London Councils about those contributions that you could 

supply and is there any joined-upness around the use of that money?  I presume the 

joined-upness would happen at local level.  Earlier Councillor Prince was outlining about 

prioritising and coming together through the crime and disorder partnerships.  Is there 

something where we can see the other side of the picture of the extra contributions 

that are being made? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  To be helpful we can certainly canvas.  

I would very much doubt - Doug [Flight] can correct me - we have a central list of what 

people spend on what because London Councils does not operate in that way.  We 

could certainly canvas the other boroughs and ask them to tell us that information. 

 

Of course there is also funding from parts of the health service as well that go into 

community safety.  On DIP for instance. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  We might come back to that later on.  I know there are questions 

about that funding.  On the other side of the equation, the Metropolitan Police Service, 

there are some specific pots of money that the Metropolitan Police Service uses locally, 

as well as centrally, to support some initiatives.  Trident, I understand, where they work 



 

in specific boroughs, will be giving some money to usually the community-led sector in 

some of their work.  I would presume local boroughs do.  Now that may well be further 

constrained but they were giving us some money.  Have we got any evidence of that 

work being joined-up and combined with the community safety funding that was 

received in the past? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  The 

figures I have here are actually the Metropolitan Police Service funded part of the 

community safety partnership money.  It is whether that work is joined-up.  Obviously 

all that money goes through the community safety partnership with the local authority 

money so I would say it is joined-up through the local community safety partnership.  I 

would probably refer to you, Robert. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  I stand to be 

proved wrong but the information exists borough by borough really.  I do not think it is 

collected anywhere. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  We have 

been trying to find out how much money from the various different pots goes to 

voluntary and community sector organisations and that has been very difficult.  Even 

with Freedom of Information requests we have not got that information for every 

borough. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  I wonder Chair, either through the Metropolitan Police Service and 

see what we can pick up from them or through your good selves in different bits and 

what information you have got.  We need to see the complete picture.  I know drugs is 

slightly special and that is probably going to be more defined, but as we move into 

different criteria and grant regimes it would be quite useful to see what that true 

picture is, especially if budgets are going to be merged, so we can track and see what is 

going on. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I am sure London Councils – I make a 

commitment on behalf of Doug and his colleagues - can canvas the boroughs to see if 

they will give us that information.  I do not think we can necessarily force them to give 

it over.  We find that, generally speaking, most boroughs are quite helpful but you do 

get, occasionally, the odd borough that, for whatever reason, misses a return.  It would 

be quite an interesting exercise I think. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.  We will happily take you up on that offer.  

That would be very helpful.   

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Do not shoot the messenger though! 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  A comment about that.  If you were to get somebody to 

do a piece of work and identified some of the projects and initiatives, what you would 

find quite clearly there is their funding pot that has enabled them to exist is so complex.  



 

That is one of the difficulties; they do not arrive at the same time, some are for a year 

and some are for 18 months.  There is loads of work to be done but it is very detailed 

research work. 

 

The question I wanted to ask Alison is, when you talked about the survey that you had 

done, and you were speaking about a survey, did you use a general research 

methodology for all the 32 boroughs? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  I was 

talking about Freedom of Information requests that we sent to each borough and also 

to the Metropolitan Police Service. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  You were after the answer to a particular initiative when 

you wrote to the borough seeking information? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  It was to 

find out how much funding was going to the voluntary and community sector from the 

community safety partnerships through the various different pots that come from 

different people, local authorities and the Metropolitan Police Service. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Sorry.  I thought you had done a piece of research and 

some work. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  We have 

done a survey recently, which we do each year, which looks at funding to the voluntary 

community sector.  We did not look, in that survey, specifically at community safety 

partnership funding which was why we followed it up with the Freedom of Information 

requests. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  The point I am making - and I do not think anybody has 

referred to it -- you were the only one who talked about variations.  The problem I 

have, having a relationship with three major London inner city boroughs, is when 

somebody gives me an example from Wandsworth, or indeed even from Redbridge, 

because I do not see that you can compare a good few of our boroughs, say the inner 

boroughs with the outers.  That was the thing I was searching for.  I thought you had 

more information than you had. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  No.  

Sorry. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  I want to move on to looking at changes to the 

community safety funding.  Obviously we have already touched on some of this and I 

apologise I missed a bit.  As you have gathered I have a bit of a cough so I did not want 

to cough over everyone in here.  We understand that MOPAC is going to have this 

funding pot.  It is going into the main police grant, so effectively they could decide they 

are going to put it all in to the Metropolitan Police Service or they could decide not to 



 

fund any of you yet. In some ways, hearing some of the stuff Councillor Prince was 

saying earlier about sub-partnerships and other things, there could be a real benefit in 

amalgamating this community safety funding.  What are your thoughts on this 

amalgamation?  Do you see it as real opportunities or do you think there are some 

serious disadvantages of this?  Who would like to answer?  Alison? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  From 

our point of view for the voluntary and community sector we always advocate that there 

is real benefit in local work and some work should definitely be kept at a local level. 

However, also there are certain things which we have talked about which need to be 

integrated across the boroughs and should be funded at a London-wide level.  There is 

an argument for both types of funding for community safety funding. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Apart from saying that you are not worried that 

all this funding is now going to be in a central point? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  We are 

hugely concerned.  That was why we were looking at the Freedom of Information 

requests to find out quite how much money is given out locally through this funding in 

the boroughs to the voluntary and community sector.  Obviously if that all goes to a 

central level we feel all our groups that are funded locally will lose out. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Yes.  Councillor Prince? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  We think fundamentally it is a good 

thing because it will bring all the different pots together.  We believe there are - as 

mentioned earlier and I started to go down this road - initiatives that the Metropolitan 

Police Service themselves do which actually we think we could probably do better.  No 

disrespect but we would think that wouldn’t we as local councils? 

 

For us the main thing, as you have already touched on, is that the core funding is 

around local priorities but the advantage is around being able to do pan- and, more 

importantly, sub-regional projects which do not get done at the moment.  Yes, 

obviously there is a fear that all the money could end being spent on dealing with riots 

or something.  Of course.  However, we believe that the Deputy Mayor for Policing and 

Crime knows the benefits and the advantages of prevention over cure and clearly if you 

want to do preventative work you cannot do better than doing it through community 

safety and doing it at local borough level. 

 

There are definite advantages of there being a pot.  Clearly we are worried about some 

of it being consumed in to the Metropolitan Police Service’s overall budget, but we 

hope and believe that it could go the other way and it could actually mean more money 

being directed towards intervention than less. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  That is the view of all London councils?  

Obviously you are representing them today.  It is cross party? 



 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I have to say there are 32 plus 1, so 

effectively 33 London councils, so I suspect you have got about 35 different opinions, 

to be honest.  I can only speak on behalf of those that I have spoken with and, 

generally speaking, that will be the view.  Of course there is a fear that the funding 

could be siphoned off and I have said that.  Equally there is an acknowledgement that it 

could possibly potentially lead to more money coming in. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Doug, was there anything you wanted to add on 

that? 

 

Doug Flight (Head of Strategic Policy Group, London Councils):  Only that the 

key will be moving to the next stage and getting a commitment, hopefully before 

Christmas, to the way this funding will be dealt with by the Deputy Mayor for Policing 

and Crime in the future.  We have been in discussions with MOPAC officers and we 

hope to be able to get something out that will give a bit more reassurance, will have a 

positive message about longer term funding, and a commitment to prevention. 

 

We are having those discussions at the same time as talks are going on about the 

Policing and Crime Plan and we know that is going to come out just after Christmas.  I 

suppose what we want is to see an alignment in there with an emphasis on prevention 

as well, coupled with, if we can get the agreement, a commitment to longer-term 

funding with prevention at the centre of it. That will be giving comfort to the boroughs.  

We are keen to see that as soon as we can. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  I wanted to 

make a point about the drug intervention programme.  There is a very real concern that 

there will be significant disinvestment in DIP-type services.  What is driving that is partly 

when you talk about drug intervention programme money going into the new budgets, 

actually it is not quite that because it is a centrally mandated and managed programme.  

The drug intervention programme is effectively finished and the view of the Home 

Office is its future depends on conversations that are had at local authority or, in 

London, at pan-London level so it becomes part of that community safety fund.  That is 

against the background of substantial reductions in community safety funding.  I think 

a 60% squeeze since 2010/11.  It is difficult to imagine that there will not be a strong 

pull to look at diverting some of that money into other things.  It is likely those 

conversations will be had. 

 

The other thing that really complicates things for DIP - and I think applies to other 

community safety areas - is the split in how that money will be held.  A third of the 

money will go into the MOPAC budget but then two thirds of the current DIP money 

will go into the budgets controlled by health and wellbeing boards at local authority 

level.  If and how that gets reconnected is also a concern. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  OK.  Thank you for that.  We have already heard -

- Councillor Prince through your discussions you have given us some information about 



 

the criteria and some of the information that is likely to be used.  What evidence would 

you expect MOPAC to use in assessing funding priorities? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  They are making clear that they want 

genuine outcomes.  Deliverables I suppose.  I suspect that if you were to, say, look at 

drugs intervention, they would want to see a reduction in reoffending, for instance.  

Perhaps along the case of prostitution they might want to be able to demonstrate that 

a number of women have exited out of that. 

 

Clearly not everything is measurable and not everything can be affected.  Also one 

initiative does not necessarily mean that gets a result.  Often results are achieved by a 

number of different initiatives.  I do not think the whole funding can be around 

payment by results - far from it - but you certainly could have a number of projects and 

initiatives that were incentivised in relation to outcomes.  Does that answer your 

question? 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Payment by results might be quite tricky for 

certain projects.  I do not know, Alison, if you want to comment on that and the 

implications for small voluntary sector organisations if the funding priorities and criteria 

change dramatically? 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  This is 

an issue that is coming across the whole of the voluntary and community sector now 

and it is a particular issue for preventative services, the kind that are being threatened 

at the moment with these cuts in funding.  We do not have good evidence around the 

results on preventative services so I do not see how most of the groups that I work with, 

who are very much on that side of the community safety service provision, would be 

able to be paid in a payment by results model. 

 

There are also considerable issues with such small groups where they just do not have 

the reserves to keep their cash flow going while they wait for the results to take place. 

We could lose a lot of really good work which is preventing people committing crime. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  There is a clear indication from the 

Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime we have had - and we will share this information 

with you quite happily - that the funding is going to be prioritised towards those 

projects and proposals which take into account the Mayor’s ambition to bear down on 

his four key areas of crime, prevention of crime types and volume of crimes.  Locally 

identified community priorities is one of the factors they are going to use.  Also another 

factor is the evidence of the capacity for each proposal to impact on crime.  They are 

going to look at areas where you can demonstrate that it is having an effect.  As I said 

earlier, the Mayor’s priorities on crime areas are substance misuse, gangs, violence 

against women and integrated offender management. 

 

Having said that they also accept that those priorities do not apply to all boroughs and 

part of the bidding process will allow for boroughs to indicate what their priorities are 



 

and, as long as the bid demonstrates that what is being proposed will have an impact on 

those priorities, then funding should be forthcoming. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  A final thing I wanted to ask.  Are there any 

models of best practice nationally that could help MOPAC in determining how they 

might allocate the funding?  Are there any good examples that people know of 

nationally, or even internationally I suppose?  Robert, do you know through your 

network? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  In allocating 

funding we have already mentioned match funding which obviously is an established 

group.  One of the other areas that is being run successfully in two or three areas is 

social enterprise which is basically local authority and community safety partnerships 

branching out and running a raft of services - not for profit obviously - and reinvesting.  

There is a question as to how community safety funding gets linked to the resources 

that are available through that sort of model.  I suspect it would have to be through 

local authority and police routes. 

 

If I could make the point coming back if I may.  One of the things not to lose sight of in 

funding being allocated is the whole issue of - witness DIP - where there are contracts 

either with providers or, indeed, just with staff.  If funding is stopped suddenly then 

there is the potential obviously for abortive costs in terms of negotiating the way out of 

existing contracts.  Of course obviously there is the impact on users and everything else. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Thank you. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Can I come back on best practice?  At 

the moment there is not much around on that, however, London Councils is doing some 

work at the moment on gathering evidence around best practice.  I believe that we will 

be publishing something in January 2013 so I would certainly be very happy to make 

sure that every Member of this Panel receives those papers when they are published. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  Lovely.  Thank you. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  We might even send one to 

Stephen Greenhalgh as well. 

 

Caroline Pidgeon (Deputy Chair):  I think you might want to get it in before January! 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  I want to seek some clarity.  Not wishing to take you back but it is 

about the future.  On the criteria, am I right, in your earlier answers that you said that 

sometimes the Mayor’s criteria will not be working in the interest of localism because of 

the broad brush criteria he might be using is not really where it is at locally on the issues 

you need to deal with on the ground, with the police, with the public and with the local 

authorities. Therefore you would be looking for some flexibility around those issues in 

terms of bidding regimes? 



 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  More or less what I said.  What I 

actually said was the Mayor has his four priorities and those priorities will not 

necessarily match every London borough’s priorities.  Clearly they are priorities which 

every London borough would have to have a mind to, but for us acquisitive crime and 

prostitution are the two big issues.  We could move it a bit to make it fit-ish into those 

four key priorities.  There has been an indication, as I understand it, that there is going 

to be that flexibility written in that recognises a need to take into account the 

borough’s priorities as well. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  You also mentioned earlier potential sub-regional work may make 

sense.  Considering the timetable that has been mapped out by MOPAC, is there any 

evidence at London Councils of councils coming together among themselves, or with 

other partners in the sub-regional, to start thinking and bidding, cross borough, on 

potential projects? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I am not aware of that per se.  There is 

some work being done by the tri-boroughs; Hammersmith and Fulham, Westminster, 

and Kensington and Chelsea.  They are doing some joint working but that is actually 

being funded by the Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG), to be 

honest.  Certainly if boroughs were to know that there was funding available for pan- or 

sub-regional work then it would not take us very long to knock something together, I 

can assure you.  Without labouring the point around prostitution, we would need to 

speak to Newham in particular, but we would also do work with Barking and Dagenham 

and possibly Waltham Forest as well. 

 

All the boroughs have got good records of cross-borough working.  You just need that 

incentive really.  If there was a fund available boroughs are pretty good -- when there is 

money boroughs come together.  That is why I think it is important that MOPAC 

themselves make that part of the criteria that it has to be joint working to get the 

money and, if you make that a criteria, we will. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  We have got the Policing and Crime Plan coming up in January, 

that was mentioned earlier on.  Is there anything in the new grant regime about a new 

working relationship with local authorities and their community safety partners 

envisaged in that document from London Councils’ point of view?  Is there any 

discussion about the future of local community crime partnerships or local authority led 

ones? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  We have not -- 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Do you think there should be? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  That would be a very sound 

recommendation to make actually.  You have pulled out a very important point.  



 

Certainly we can, in future discussions make that point but I would suggest that that is 

a solid point that this Committee might want to bring forward. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Thank you. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.  Something like gang work would seem to 

me eminently sensible to be doing on a two or three borough basis. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I would agree.  There were 19 boroughs 

that got roughly around £200,000 each for gangs.  We were not one of those.  Our 

surrounding boroughs - Waltham Forest, Newham and Barking and Dagenham - all got 

gangs funding.  We did not.  We are afraid actually that, again, that could push the 

problem into Redbridge and we would be very keen -- and we have got Havering as well 

which makes up that North East sector.  We would be very keen to have a cross-

borough approach in that respect. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.   

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  Moving on to talk about DIP funding.  Obviously there are 

going to be quite big changes in this area.  What opportunities are there to link DIP 

funded activity and community safety programmes?  Is there a risk of DIP funding 

overshadowing community safety funding and getting lost within the broader pot? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  It is probably me who should 

answer it, although it is not a question I have directly thought about.  The way that our 

Members are talking about this is an anxiety about protecting a significant DIP spend. If 

there was potential to combine DIP and community safety funding in a way that could 

add value, that would be very, very helpful.  Other colleagues might have better ideas 

of what form that might take. 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  The 

feedback from Members in the network is that there is a concern about DIP coordinator 

money, or the money spent on drug intervention programmes locally, that could get 

lost. There are contractual arrangements in place at the moment which are multi-year so 

there could be implications there.  Operationally it is incredibly important that DIP 

function is very closely aligned or integrated with community safety because there are 

huge synergies there, as we have already said, in terms of inquisitive crime.  It just is a 

very good fit.  It is getting the funding criteria right to make sure that DIP does not get 

squeezed out. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  Talking 

at an event with Marcus on Monday we had some concerns that the funding that is 

going through the health system, that was previously the drug intervention programme 

funding, needs to be aligned with the crime part that is going to the Mayor’s Office for 

Policing and Crime.  At the moment those two systems are being separated out because 



 

the health money is going to a local level and the crime money is going to the Mayor’s 

office which is at a London-wide level. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Can I quick make a related very 

quick point which is of course that the thing about the DIP investment is it does not 

actually directly fund treatment; it is about funding to get people referred to treatment 

and to provide key work support for treatment.  If DIP is going to be effective it 

requires good robust effective local treatment systems and all that money will transfer, 

after April 2013, into the new public health budgets and be controlled by directors of 

public health.  It is just part of that picture as well. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  Will that be ring-fenced in the health budget or not? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Some of it will and some of it will 

not.  The commitment is for at least an interim period.  The money that is currently 

allocated through what is called the pooled treatment budget, which is protected, will 

continue to be protected in that if boroughs want to continue to get that money they 

will need to be demonstrating that they are maintaining numbers in treatment and 

moving people through treatment.  That only accounts for about £470 million nationally 

and the total amount of money from current drug and alcohol spend that will transfer 

into the public health pot is estimated at over £1 billion.  It is quite an interesting point 

that about half of that local public health budget will come from current drug and 

alcohol spend.  Actually, in the way local public health perceive that budget, I suspect 

that will be surprising to some people. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  It is not clear yet how MOPAC is going to commission or 

administer the DIP funding but what sort of advice would you give them on how to run 

DIP programmes effectively?  Is there anything, for example, that you would change?  

People are quite positive about the success of some of the current system but is there 

anything that should be changed about the current system? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  The two obvious things I would 

say is the obvious way to join up the MOPAC money with the local money effectively is 

I would suggest that is to push back the responsibility to the borough level.  It would be 

strange for MOPAC to be directly involved in commissioning if you are going to join 

them up.  That would also be consistent with the current practice where DIP services are 

commissioned by local partnerships in the London boroughs. 

 

The other point we are making nationally is that the police and crime commissioners, 

including MOPAC, can demonstrate their commitment around drug treatment and 

ensure that they have a strong say around drug treatment by showing a willingness to 

make their contribution.  It seems to me that the sensible thing is for that money to be 

pushed back to the boroughs actually. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I would vote for that, yes!  It is 

important that it is done at a local level because, again, one size does not fit all.  As you 



 

say, it is more about directing people to services which of course can be done much 

better at a local level than if you had someone with responsibility of doing that and it 

would not be possible.  However - and I am not being rude - MOPAC does not have the 

expertise around this issue either and if they wanted to get into direct commissioning 

then they would have to employ a load of people with that expertise.  We have got that 

expertise at local level. 

 

What we would ask for - our ask would be - that they continue with the light touch, the 

same way as they have moved on with the community safety; they now have a light 

touch approach.  Under GOL it was very much a heavy handed approach, constant 

reporting, figures and so on.  MOPAC has taken a light touch approach to monitoring 

and we would ask that, again, they take a light touch proposal towards monitoring on 

the DIP. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  I agree 

with both of what they have said.  It needs to go down to the local level. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  A leaflet was published by MOPAC in October outlining some 

key areas for development for DIP funding.  I wondered if people thought they were the 

right issues to focus on and what evidence there is to support MOPAC’s position? For 

instance, particularly maybe on the decision to concentrate on alcohol and cannabis 

over opiates and crack cocaine, particularly in the context of what was said earlier about 

acquisitive crime. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Firstly it is welcome that you 

would look at developing DIP in ways that respond to local issues.  Some areas will have 

issues around different drugs than heroin and crack cocaine.  DIP is a programme that 

was very much built around tackling acquisitive offending and acquisitive offending 

committed by people with very serious heroin and crack problems who might be 

spending £1,500 a month on drugs and were using crime to fund that. 

 

Having said that, I know that in Southwark, for example, the DIP team has recently 

bought someone in who works specifically with cannabis and cocaine.  I know in Ealing 

they have a stimulant worker because there are other ways that drugs and crime inter-

relate. 

 

I would make two, possibly three, points.  One is there would need to be clarity about 

the legal framework for that kind of extension because the current legal framework was 

very much built around the initial ability to drug test, for example, and required 

assessment.  Very much built around the current drugs. 

 

Secondly, you would need to be clear what interventions you are going to refer people 

with different kinds of drug and alcohol profiles to and ensure that local treatment 

systems are built in a way that they can respond to that. 

 



 

Three.  The bottom line is some opiate and crack users commit a lot of crime.  You do 

not want to lose that focus. 

 

The final point is there has been quite a high attrition rate for the drug intervention 

programme.  A lot of people assessed never actually connect with or complete 

treatment.  One of the reasons for that is it picks up a lot of essentially recreational 

cocaine users who probably have not got the sorts of problems that drug services work 

with.  If you were going to pick people up who were using cannabis, for example, if you 

are going to get good value for your money, you have got to be able to identify 1) 

where that is a genuine factor in the offending  and 2) is something that is likely to 

respond to treatment or another intervention.  If you do not then potentially you are 

not using your money as well as you could be. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  Are there other issues that should be included in MOPAC’s 

priorities? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Other specific drug issues or 

other issues generally? 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  Drug issues. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  The one I would mention is there 

is a set of issues which are emerging around particular communities and groups.  Links 

with prostitution would be an example.  Links with violence against women and girls, 

and domestic violence, which is another priority would be an example.  Links across to 

the troubled family initiative.  There might be some way of developing something that 

looks at how you might focus on some of those issues. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  OK.  Thank you.  Generally, are there lessons that other 

programmes could learn from some of the good practice that has been seen in the DIP 

programmes? 

 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  I am sure 

there are.  I would say that one of the areas where -- I can only speak from a borough 

perspective on this one I am afraid.  With our DIP we do actually have people who -- 

you raised the point of people dropping out of the scheme.  We do have people who 

keep in touch with the people on the programmes to ensure that they do see the 

programme through to the end.  That is good practice on anything that you do. 

 

A number of areas.  Say you have been around worklessness, if I can just divert a bit.  I 

had an initiative in Redbridge where we just helped the people stay in work by keeping 

in touch with them and making sure they get out of bed and stuff like that.  That is one 

area where lessons can be learned from. 

 

Fundamentally of course DIP is around getting people off drugs.  Cannabis.  You could 

use it on cannabis but I am not sure that has to be a bigger priority.  You are right; it is 



 

the opiates, crack and so on which force people to reoffend.  If you can get them off 

that they do not then have the pressure to reoffend. They are not necessarily criminals 

per se but to feed their habit they have to commit the crime.  Something like cannabis is 

not that expensive and I am not sure that is a big driver of crime.  We do not have any 

evidence of it being a big driver of crime. Yes, it is desirable that you get people off of 

something like cannabis but to put whole programmes into place? Yes, that would be 

lovely if we had the extra money, but actually I would rather spend that programme 

money on the opiates and so on because they are the drivers of crime. 

 

Really one of the priorities should be concentrating on reoffending because somebody 

who commits a crime, if you can identify what the driver of that is and get them away 

from that driver, then you have got a chance. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  I was 

going to say, with the DIP programme, the National Treatment Agency has amazing 

figures demonstrating the effectiveness of it.  There is a concern, isn’t there, at the 

moment that some of that evidence demonstrating the effectiveness may not be 

gathered together and could be lost in the future. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  I was going to highlight the 

strong evidence and the reporting for DIP that has built up that evidence base. 

 

The other thing that is a feature of the DIP programme which potentially could be used 

in other areas is it can incentivise people to engage with the programme that addresses 

the causes of their crime as an alternative to being processed through the criminal 

justice system.  You have got bail conditions that people engage with drug treatment or 

you have got conditional cautioning where if they engage with drug treatment they can 

be diverted out of the criminal justice system altogether.  There might be scope for 

looking at how those sorts of approaches might help with other issues. 

 

Fiona Twycross (AM):  Thank you. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  It is to Marcus.  There are a couple of points I want to 

raise.  One of the things we have noticed here this morning is this lack of anybody in 

London that has captured good practice that can speak about the work that is good in 

London.  Marcus, have you gathered any information at all, from a London perspective, 

about where programmes have raised themselves above the line?  I am thinking in their 

relationship with prisons.  They have got a lock with their relationships with the criminal 

justice system (CJS).  The people who are involved here may well find themselves, if 

they are women, involved in violence.  There are children as well involved here.  Have 

you got a feel from your work that there are really good bits of practice across London? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  It is a good question.  The first 

part is we have not done as much of that kind of mapping and work as we would ideally 

like to. That reflects the fact that, as a sector, we are not particularly well resourced to 

undertake that sort of activity.  We are resourced by London Councils - thanks very 



 

much - to do some specific work around the links between, for example, domestic 

violence and substance misuse, and particularly effective work with domestic violence 

perpetrators.  I could certainly refer you to some work we have done which has 

identified some very effective partnership working in different parts of London in which 

domestic violence agencies are working effectively with drug and alcohol treatment 

services, both with perpetrators and with victims.  On specific issues, yes, but in terms 

of a more general scoping across London identifying what is working well in effective 

practice I would have to say probably we have not got that information. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Would you agree with me that should be one of the 

priorities of MOPAC? Given that they are the funding body, one of the things that they 

should allocate funding to is evaluation so that they can, on an annual basis or bi-

annually, make statements about the effectiveness of projects and what boroughs are 

doing. We would then be able to say, “Why is Borough X doing better than Borough 

Y?”  Should that not be a -- 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  That would be hugely helpful.  I 

did some preparation before coming here to give evidence and it is surprising how hard 

it is to find London data.  You can find quite a lot of information by individual London 

boroughs but even to work out how many people in London were in drug treatment I 

had to sum up the figures for all the individual London boroughs so more information at 

London level is needed. 

 

The other thing to mention is there was previously a Greater London alliance on drugs 

and alcohol which was set up in about 2001 and bought together the sector to look at 

those issues. However, that stopped meeting and there is not any equivalent of it now. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  The other thing we have now of course are the health 

and wellbeing boards at local level. It is my understanding local boroughs are getting 

their heads round those responsibilities.  Given it is so important that some of the work 

that has been ongoing will land there, what relationship do you advocate between 

MOPAC and the wellbeing boards because there could be individuals and councillors 

working chaired by the Leader or some appointee.  In a way, though attached to 

partnership work, quite separate.  What advice have you got for MOPAC on that? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  We are advising our Members to 

get out there as organisations and engage with the health and wellbeing boards and the 

directors of public health because for drug and alcohol services we are going to have a 

completely new set of commissioners come April 2013.  For our sector, what is most 

obvious is that it is not clear how those links and connections are being made. Clearly 

MOPAC is going to have a strong interest in drug treatment provision within the 

boroughs because of its impact on crime reduction, but then most of the budget is held 

locally by the health and wellbeing boards.  A concern is about how well joined-up that 

is going to be, particularly initially. 

 



 

Obviously there is a challenge for MOPAC because it is challenging to engage with 

health and wellbeing boards that will be sitting in 33 separate London boroughs, and 

where issues that will be relevant to crime reduction will just be a small part of their 

overall responsibilities and discussions.  It is challenging. 

 

One thing we have noticed is that health and wellbeing boards do have specific 

responsibilities themselves around crime, around domestic abuse and around violent 

crime.  At the beginning of this month the Home Office specifically produced a 

guidance document on public health developing strategies to tackle violence where it 

talks about how they should be working with the police and crime commissioners.  We 

are also interested in how you can get them to get engaged around specific issues.  I 

would have thought drug and alcohol was probably the obvious issue in which there is 

the most clear common ground for interest and involvement across MOPAC and health 

and wellbeing. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  That is great.  Lastly you talked about the money of just 

under £500 million being spent across London.  Was that across London? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  That is nationally.  It is about 

£1.1 billion is the current national budget for drugs and alcohol that will go into the 

new public health pot. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Again, we would not know how much of that is spent in 

London because we would have to ask each borough? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  I think so.  Yes.  I might be 

wrong but I am not aware of where that figure is.  No. 

 

Jennette Arnold OBE (AM):  Thanks.  Thank you. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Are London Councils aware of 

the figure? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  We have been talking to boroughs 

about provisional allocations for public health spend next year but the current spend is 

within the health service so it would be them that we would need to speak to for 

current figures. 

 

Valerie Shawcross (AM):  To continue that conversation it would be a real shame if 

the cost benefit effectiveness of DIP was measured too narrowly in terms of offending.  

For example, in social services there must be an enormous cash cost as well as social 

cost.  We are very aware of the growth of children being taken into care because of 

addictions to drugs. so weighting that cash and social cost in must reemphasise how 

important the DIP programme is.  Similarly, nobody has mentioned education. However, 

my local hospitals tell me that cannabis and alcohol abuse is a big driver of psychotic 

behaviour amongst teenagers, school drop out, breakdown of relationships with 



 

parents, and a whole knock on load of costs.  It would be a very good time to get as 

many of the quantifiable costs of this counted into the value of the DIP programmes. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Absolutely.  We do have a really 

good figure that is endorsed by the National Audit Office for the overall cost benefit of 

drugs treatment which takes into account all of that. They say that every £1 invested in 

drug treatment saves around £2.50 in picking up the subsequent cost.  That is quite 

robust and broadly accepted as a figure. 

 

Two other points - the drug intervention programme is responsible for routing about 

50,000 to 60,000 people into treatment nationally and you get all the benefits from 

their treatment engagement as well as the offending issues. 

 

Also your question highlights some of the broader issues around drugs and alcohol and 

crime reduction.  DIP is not about alcohol at all but clearly there is a huge set of issues 

there.  There are issues for victims of crime around drug and alcohol abuse which comes 

out in domestic violence but also, increasingly, we hear about old people who might be 

trapped in communities where they do not feel safe, who may be using alcohol in 

problematic ways.  You are right; there is a much wider agenda.  Most of the available 

evidence though is very much around the reoffending impact. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  We understand MOPAC circulated some revised issues of the 

criteria it was looking at in October.  Do you not think there should be some clarity 

about what the Crime Justice Integrated Teams will be in relation to the health and 

wellbeing boards?  What do you think is going to happen there?  Obviously you cannot 

second guess, but what should happen?  Should they be retained at local level or 

something new introduced? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  My assumption is - and correct 

me if I’m wrong - that the Criminal Justice Intervention Teams, or the DIP teams, would 

effectively be commissioned by the directors of public health or someone reporting to 

the directors of public health as guided by the health and wellbeing board and the local 

joint health and wellbeing strategy.  In a way the Criminal Justice Intervention Team 

(CJIT) sits at a different level and the question is will the health and wellbeing board 

continue to prioritise it within the local planning.  Does that speak to your 

understanding? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  That pretty much reflects where we 

think it is going, yes.  Nothing confirmed has yet come as to how it will work, 

unfortunately.  We will be appointing a joint director of public health and we would 

expect the funding to come through there somehow. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  The follow on question is what local arrangements will you have to 

get some joined-up thinking between presumably the community safety team, the 

Cabinet Member, and the Health and Wellbeing Cabinet Member, or not?  How will that 

work? 



 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  At the moment our cabinet member for 

community safety chairs the health and wellbeing board.  That is changing but that 

cabinet member will stay retain responsibility for policing.  That will keep the link.  We 

thought that was a good link to have.  That is not a London Councils solution. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Is London Councils going to offer any advice to its Members then 

about these new arrangements and getting the best out of these new arrangements in 

terms of some of the discussion that we have just had? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  If I may, I will ask Doug to give you a 

London Councils’ perspective on that. Of course, whilst we sit here and we are talking 

about community safety and DIP funding and so on, which is a priority here today, that 

may not be a priority for every borough.  I would suggest that if London Councils were 

to give me, as Leader, saying, “You’ve got to put your Cabinet Member for Community 

Safety to chair your health and wellbeing board” I would say, “That is jolly interesting 

but” -- 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Sorry, I did not say that.  I said what advice. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I am not suggesting you are saying 

that.  What I am saying is that London Councils are going to have to be very careful on 

what advice they do give to Leaders around who should be chairing health and 

wellbeing or the interaction between health and wellbeing, MOPAC, community safety, 

DIP and so on because there is - again, a well worn phrase for me now - not a one size 

fits all.  What we see as a priority in Redbridge is not necessarily a priority in 

Wandsworth, Haringey or somewhere else.  It is going to be difficult for London 

Councils to give that kind of advice. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Where does that thinking fit in then in use of public money for a 

specific task being used appropriately and the light touch inspection process?  The 

reason why I say advice and about getting the best out of the use of that money and 

advice is where is that interaction, where is that discussion happening, at a local level?  

Is it happening in Redbridge?  Is it happening at London Councils?  Is it happening 

across all councils about, “There’s a new regime here.  How are we going to make the 

best of it?  We obviously want to make the best use of public money to get the right 

outcomes”.  Where is that discussion going on? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Sorry, Doug, I will let you answer!  Let’s 

put it this way; if MOPAC are dishing out the money then clearly it is for MOPAC to say 

to boroughs we want to see that this money is being used wisely and so on and so 

forth.  The same I would say the director of public health needs to have that 

conversation as well. 

 

Yes, you are right; there should be - and Doug can answer this better than me - advice 

coming from London Councils saying, “Hey guys.  There is something here on the radar 



 

you ought to be aware of” but actually driving out value for money on public spending 

is an absolute core responsibility that we take on board as local councils.  Anything we 

do we have to deliver value for money and anyone who is giving the money ought to be 

demanding it as well.   

 

Doug Flight (Head of Strategic Policy Group, London Councils):  My answer 

would be the conversation is taking place in different places.  At a London-wide level 

the structures that I have been involved in, like the Crime Reduction Board, and the 

Shadow London Health Improvement Board are quite conscious of the crossover and 

trying to make sense of what they can do together.  London Councils is working with 

colleagues in the borough and have spent a lot of time trying to get the best out of the 

transition to new public health arrangements and keep identifying issues related to 

drugs and alcohol in those discussions. 

 

At the end of the day it is about trying to get an arrangement that gets better 

outcomes at a local level and it probably is only at a local level you can make sense of 

the different arrangements.  It does have to be brought together though. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  One question, Chair, and then one question to you arising from this 

discussion.  We talked about potential sub-regional bidding may make sense for certain 

aspects.  I understand some local authorities are doing shared work on their public 

health function.  Is the same argument around DIP funding?  Can it work across 

boroughs, if they want to work in partnership, coming together, working and 

monitoring it together?  Can that public health aspect of the DIP, if it is coordinated 

back with some joined-up thinking, be made to work or should it be solely -- if 

boroughs want to work together in partnership there is no reason why it should not 

happen that way.  They will still be accountable as a borough.  Would they get more out 

of it by joining up and working across borough boundaries that are maybe on their 

individual borough boundaries? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  I do not see any reason in 

principle why that might not work.  All the issues are around how you design and 

implement it.  There could potentially be some economies of scale in doing it like that.  

You would have to clarify. If the DIP was being organised cross-borough, how that 

related to the way that treatment was provided and commissioned and you would be 

referring people in.  It could be quite complicated. 

 

The other thing is if an arrangement like that was going to emerge it would have to be 

driven at the local borough level by the boroughs coming together because that is 

where the control and authority would come from. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  It is an interesting suggestion.  

Waltham Forest and Redbridge are, as I mentioned earlier, appointing a joint director of 

public health so clearly that means that conversation should take place and I am sure we 

will have that conversation.  I will make sure we do.  Again it is around borough 



 

priorities.  If our borough priorities come close - and we do a lot of work with Waltham 

Forest in different areas - then, yes, there is a sense in doing it joined up. 

 

The opposite risk to that -- and it is a case that all the boroughs have made around the 

possibility of having joint borough commanders.  I do not know if you know, but one of 

the proposals from the Metropolitan Police Service was that instead of each borough 

having a borough commander there might be -- 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  The Mayor tells us that is not on the cards.  The 

Metropolitan Police Service is still consulting. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  No, I know.  The worry was, on having 

a joint borough commander, that resources would go towards one borough where there 

were more problems than a borough where they had lesser crime.  We said earlier in the 

whole discussion there being one big pot and it not going out proportionally to 

different boroughs.  Money could get sucked into those areas of priority rather than 

what is the borough’s own priority.  Yes, there has to be a duality or a commonality of 

need that the boroughs agree on in order to make that joint funding and joint operation 

work. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  My last question.  On the £1.1 billion nationally, we think.  I am 

right in thinking that London would get the majority of that budget.  It would come to 

London. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  A good slice, yes. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  Chair, really it is about the future and beyond, about the role of this 

Committee in monitoring this important programme, and whether we link up maybe 

with our other colleagues or not.  We need to have a discussion outside.  It seems to me 

once the scheme gets underway this is going to be a piece of important monitoring 

work of the MOPAC function -- 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Also health. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  -- and of the London boroughs’ role within that.  We need to think 

about how we are going to monitor that and maybe begin some of that pulling together 

some of the evaluation if no one else is doing that. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  We should probably add it to our suggested work 

programme in future. 

 

Len Duvall (AM):  There is an exercise taken by some of this money.  Lewisham Chief 

Executive, Barry Quirk.  Quite well known, quite well respected.  He once pulled 

together, just at the beginning of the crime and disorder partnerships, all the drugs 

money being used in his borough and at that stage it was a massive sum.  We were not 

seeing some of the results around reoffending or drug taking.  It was not going down.  



 

Therefore the fact that we have not got some of that evaluation and some of that 

questioning around this work -- and it is an important area and the topics we include in 

the new areas that MOPAC want to reach into are worthy of further examination. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Two points really.  From our 

perspective that would be really, really helpful.  Two points on the £1 billion.  It is 

currently drug and alcohol money but it will not go in as drug and alcohol money.  That 

is one point.  The second is that includes money that is currently spent across a range of 

issues, so it would include the money that is currently spent on things like acute 

treatment for heroin and crack dependency, but it also includes quite a lot of money 

that would be spent on brief interventions and work in hospitals for alcohol.  Just so 

you get a picture of that. 

 

Tony Arbour (AM):  I am struck by the suggestion by Councillor Prince that MOPAC 

will be able to give a steer on this.  My understanding is that the great advantage, 

despite the fact it is reduced funding, is that DIP money inside the community safety 

fund is not ring-fenced and it could indeed be spent on anything.  Throughout today’s 

meeting you have told us, “One size doesn’t fit all” but you seem to be acting contrary 

to that by saying that MOPAC should tell boroughs what to spend the money on - or 

have I misunderstood you? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  I think you have.  You answered the 

question when you said I used the words, “Give us a steer”.  I do not see there is 

anything wrong with someone saying, “Here’s £X00,000 to spend on a particular thing” 

but if it is not ring-fenced then clearly it is for the boroughs to ultimately decide what 

their priorities are.  When it comes to giving out the funds, as I understand it, we will 

make a bid for those funds.  Clearly we are telling MOPAC where we think our priorities 

are.  We are making the bid based on what we think our priorities are and MOPAC are 

giving us the money in relation to that bid - ergo they are giving us a steer aren’t they?  

To give someone a steer is not the same as dictating what should be happening. 

 

Tony Arbour (AM):  I sincerely hope that MOPAC does not do that. 

 

Can I make another point.  Since DIP is now pretty well universal in London - you will 

recall until fairly recently there were many boroughs which were not DIP boroughs - it 

has become the victim of its own success.  Speaking as a sentencer, one of the 

difficulties that we have had as a result of that is there are no places available for 

people to serve drug treatment orders.  It is quite clear that there has got to be some 

sort of - if it is believed that this is going to be an important function - provision for the 

appropriate treatment to be given otherwise people will simply go into ordinary custody.  

I do not think that this has been well enough thought through.  It is all well and good to 

say that it is all part of a partnership, the new health authorities and local authorities 

taking responsibility for public health and so on. All of that is very fine, but given that 

that is the most expensive aspect of drugs to cut down the money -- I say this as a 

supporter of the Government but I think they have made a bit of a mistake here.  I am 



 

not asking for a comment on that!  Am I right in thinking that the shortage of places for 

drug treatment orders is going to scupper all of this anyway? 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Although DIP is related to the 

drug rehabilitation requirements it is not the main aspect of what the DIP money funds. 

If someone goes on a drug rehabilitation requirement they move out of the DIP 

programme and under probation, although they still have contact with their DIP 

workers. 

 

You make an extremely good point that the effectiveness of DIP, or drug rehabilitation 

requirements, if they are just about getting people into something depends on 

something useful being there to move them into.  We did a round table with a lot of 

providers of drug services about DIP and they made that point a lot that DIP could only 

be as effective and good as the treatment system that has supported it.  One of the 

points they made is that at the moment although DIP is cost effective, the attrition is 

very, very high.  From 2010/11 there were about 62,000 DIP assessments in England 

and Wales.  Only about a third of them ever got to treatment, about 20,000.  Of them 

only about 3,864 completed the treatment.  It does make the point that unless you 

have got a treatment system which is going to work effectively with people, you can 

have the best front door in the world but if there is not a house behind it it is of limited 

use! 

 

The other thing the National Audit Commission stressed is that you have to tackle 

issues like housing as well.  The National Audit Office highlighted that in particular.  DIP 

had not always been as good as it could be.  Also getting people in contact with the 

other services they need if they are going to stop offending and move on. 

 

I am not sure that quite answers the question but … 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  One of the things you said earlier was that the danger of 

prioritising cannabis or recreational use rather than the driver of other crimes is that you 

would perhaps fill up places but people would not complete treatment. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  Absolutely.  DIP has had that 

with powdered cocaine.  It looks like at least some of that attrition is that it has picked 

up people who may have problems with drugs and are definitely doing something 

illegal, but their offending is not being driven by their drug use in the intended sense.  

They are what we call recreational cocaine users.  That has already happened. 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  OK.   

 

Roger Evans (AM):  Thank you, Chair.  It has been a useful session this morning.  We 

would just like to ask you to round up now with any suggestions you might have for 

MOPAC to bear in mind when it takes on this exciting new role.  We will leave the LGA 

witnesses to the end this time and start with Mr Greaves I think. 

 



 

Robert Greaves (Vice Chair, National Community Safety Network):  The point 

that has been made about evaluation and understanding a picture London-wide is really 

important.  Although there is a danger obviously of it developing into a league table it 

will help people know where the strengths and weaknesses are and also where there is 

actually potential for boroughs getting together and cooperating where they are not 

already aware of those opportunities.  Those are the points I would make. 

 

Alison Blackwood (Network Lead, Safer Future Communities London):  I would 

emphasise the importance of prevention and resisting the temptation - which is 

obviously going to arise - to invest all their funding in policing. Also to have a good 

community engagement system to set the priorities that local people want. 

 

Marcus Roberts (Director of Policy, DrugScope):  I would agree.  Evaluation.  More 

effective monitoring.  More information about what is happening in London and where 

good practice is.  The other thing is thinking about how the relationship with MOPAC, 

the health and wellbeing boards, and the public health structures can work best and 

most effectively. 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  The London Councils’ ask would be 

funding based on local priorities with local partnerships determining how that funding 

should be used and commissioned but happy with a MOPAC sign off of that.  We would 

ask that there is a fair borough-based allocation.  We would very much ask for three to 

four year allocation of funding to give us the surety.  That is something that everyone 

at this table has said is something we would all like to see.  We would clearly like a 

decision as soon as possible, bearing in mind the criteria set down.  I think I can speak 

on behalf of everyone at the table, we would ask that the decision-making process, as 

you said, Chair, is brought forward so that we get earlier decisions on funding.  We 

would welcome moves towards some kind of sub-regional funding as well. 

 

Roger Evans (AM):  You have obviously been taking notes as we went along because 

that is quite a good summary of -- 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  It is what I wrote before I came here 

actually! 

 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Councillor Prince, you said you want to see fair borough 

funding.  What do you actually mean by fair? 

 

Councillor Keith Prince (London Councils):  Clearly all the boroughs currently have 

a commitment and a funding from either DIP money or safety community money, 

whatever, and that is their base.  Yes, that has been reduced by 60% over the last two 

or three years but, when I say fair, we would like to have an equitable allocation of 

money.  I think I can safely speak on behalf of all London boroughs and say we would 

not be happy if three or four boroughs got the lion’s share of the money and the other 

30 got very little. 

 



 

Joanne McCartney (Chair):  Thank you.  Thank you, Members.  Can I say to our 

guests thank you very much for attending this morning.  We have got a lot of 

information there.  We will use some of the information to question the Commissioner 

and the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime at our meeting on 20 December 2012. It 

will also help inform our submission to MOPAC as well.  We will make sure you get a 

copy of our response.  Thank you very much for attending. 


